
Adjusting Your Study Habits Through the COVID 19 
Transition 

 

We’ll get through this together.  

 
Things may feel out-of-control right now. You 
may be facing a lot of unknowns and disruptions. 
Try to be patient with yourself, your classmates, 
and your instructors during this time. See to your 
wellbeing first. Making a plan and adjusting your 
studying may help you feel even a little sense of 
control. 
 
Use this resource as a starting point. 
 

In this guide, we’ll talk about: 
 

• Staying organized 

 
• Avoiding multitasking 

 

• Making the most of video lectures 

 

• Setting a schedule 

 

• Trading old strategies for new ones 

 

• Working with a group or project team 

 

• Staying connected to other people 

 

• Available resources 

 
Your study habits may need to 

change. 
 

More of your coursework and teamwork will be 

online and remote, which may be new and not 

your first choice; therefore, here are some 

strategies to help.  

 

 

 

1.  Stay organized  
 

With so many things changing in your 
courses, you might be reliving that first-week-
of-class confusion at a finals-week pace.  
 

Here are some things you might 
want track for each class: 

What in-person parts of the class 
changing? 

• What are the in-person parts of the 
course? (lecture, lab, class 
discussions, etc.) 

• Where can you find these parts now, 
and how do you access them? (live-
stream, discussion board, etc.) 

• Are these parts at specific times 
(synchronous) or can you watch them 
anytime (asynchronous)? 

Are assignments changing? 

• Are there new due dates? 

• Is how you are to submit assignments 
changing? 

• Will quizzes or exams be done online? 
How? 

What should you do if you need help? 

• Does the instructor have virtual office 
hours?  When and on what platform 
(Zoom, Skype, Big Blue Button, etc.)? 

• Does the course have an online forum 
for asking questions in real-time? 

• What about tutoring services for the 
class? Can that be accessed 
remotely? 
 

An expanded sheet with more ideas is 
available to help you stay on top of due dates 
(Individual Course Planner form). 



2.  Avoiding multitasking  
 
If you do more work on your own and your time is less structured, you might be more tempted to 
multitask. Research shows that few people can succeed at doing multiple things at once or can 
switch between tasks quickly and stay focused and successful. 
 

Some downsides to multitasking: 
 

• Assignments take longer. Each time you return to an assignment (from Instagram, 
for example) you have to get familiar with it, find your spot, remember what you 
were going to do next, etc. 

• You are more likely to make mistakes. Distractions and switching between tasks 
tire out the brain. 

• You will remember less. When your brain is divided, you are less able to commit 
what you are learning to long-term memory.  

 

Try this instead: 
 

Focus on one thing at a time. 

Take breaks between tasks. 

Consider working on a task for 25-minutes, then rewarding yourself with a 5-minute 
break.  
Research suggests this pattern helps achieve better concentration and alleviates 
“cognitive boredom” in most people.  

 

Need Help Staying Focused When on Websites?  
Take a look at some of the apps and tools available to help you stay focused on your work and 
tasks when you are on the computer.  Apps and Tools list to check out. 
 

3.  Making the most of video lectures  
 

Some tips: 
 

• Stick to the instructor’s schedule as much as possible. Staying on schedule 
will help you have a feeling of normalcy and prevent you from falling far behind. 
 

• Find out how to ask questions. Is there a chat feature? A discussion forum? 
 

• Close distracting apps and tabs. Humans are not as good at multitasking as 
they think!     (See # 2 above.) 
 

• Continue to take notes as you would if you were there in person. Many 
studies show that notetaking builds the recall of material and helps to increase 
test scores. 
 

• Watch recordings at normal speed. Watching at faster speeds can decrease 
retention and result in lower test scores. Take notes as you watch the recording. 
The recording takes the place of the in-person lecture, so treat it like you are 
sitting in the class listening to the lecture. 
 

https://www.augsburg.edu/class/groves/assistive-technology/everyone/time-management/


4.  Setting a schedule 
 
As the situation unfolds, you may have fewer social commitments, group meetings, or work 
hours. Setting a schedule for yourself can help provide structure and keep you motivated. If you 
don’t already keep a weekly or daily calendar, try doing it. Include time for exercise and self-care.  
 
One way to stay on top of the class now that it has moved online is to keep the class on your 
schedule at the day/time it is schedule for the in-person class.   

• Then log in to the class at that time, even if the class is not live-streaming.   

• Logging in becomes your walking into the classroom in the online format 

• Keeping it on the calendar at the same day and time, you are going to ‘attend’ class just 
like you would have been doing if it was still face to face. This makes it harder to forget to 
‘go to class’. 

 
Here’s one example: 
 

 Scheduled 
Activity 

Course 
Tasks 

Personal/ 
Self-care 

8AM   Shower & breakfast 

9AM Call in for remote lecture in 
Biology 

  

10 AM  Read Chapter 3 in Sociology  

11 AM   Video chat with friend, see 
how they are doing 

12 PM   Lunch 

1 PM  Begin problem set 5 for Math  

2 PM Recap lecture with 
Classmate by Skype 

  

3 PM   Exercise (walk 1 mile on 
treadmill) 

 
 
 

5.  Trading old strategies for new ones 
 
You may be forced to adjust your routines during this time. Look for ways to adapt your usual 
habits or to form new ones.  
 
For example: 
 

If you usually study in the library, in a classroom, or on campus: 
Ask yourself what kind of environment helps you study. Consider how you can 
recreate this at home. Maybe you need to study in a chair at a table, rather than 
on your bed or couch. Maybe you need to move to a new spot when you change 
tasks. Do you need background noise? How about a white noise app? 
 

  



If you always study in groups:  
Try a virtual or phone-based study session with your group, find other students in 
your class that want to connect and discuss the lecture over an internet service 
like Skype or Zoom. 
 

If you thrive on tight timelines, but now have a more open schedule: 
Think about how working with others or setting up a written schedule can recreate 
that for you. Sometimes creating a ‘buddy system’ where you and a classmate 
hold each other accountable for ‘teaching’ sections of the material means it 
prompts you to follow deadlines.  The ‘teaching’ can be done by Skype or the 
Zoom app, or through discussion on Canvas. When following that becomes 
difficult, see if you can do even just fifteen minutes of coursework at a time.  
 

6.  Working with a group or project team  
 

Remote collaboration will look a little different, but it is definitely possible. Here are some ideas: 
 

• Try not to procrastinate: That group project may be out-of-sight, out-of-mind if 

you aren’t seeing your group members regularly. Resist the urge to put the project 

off.  Make small progress regularly on the project and stay in touch. Set up 

days/times that the group meets remotely online and hold the group members 

(and yourself) accountable for showing up and participating. 

 

• Meet regularly: especially if you usually communicate during class or lab. 
Consider a quick text on your group chat about progress every few days. Ideally, 
have real conversations over video any week you’re working together. Ask your 
instructor what tools on Canvas are available that the class can communicate with 
each other. 
 

• Set a goal for meetings and use a shared notes doc: Meetings might now feel 
different when using video, even if your team was really good at working 
informally in the past. Try to establish the purpose of your meeting in advance. 
Take notes in a shared doc so you can all contribute and follow along. Your 
instructor might have a tool in Canvas to help your team share the doc, be sure to 
ask your professor. 
 

• Keep videos open when you can: As long as you can see whatever you need to 
collaborate, aim to keep the video visible on your computer screen. Doing that will 
help you see the expressions of your teammates and stay connected to each 
other. 
 

• Check on each other and ask for backup: if someone has been absent from 
your group meetings or chat, ask them directly if they’re still able to participate in 
the project. If you aren’t getting responses within a day or two, let your instructor 
know – this isn’t being petty, it is your team’s responsibility. Given the health 
concerns of the community, there may be a legitimate reason your classmate is 
not responding and the instructor is able to follow up to check on the student and 
their ability to participate in the class. 
 

 



7.  Staying connected to other people  
 

Even if as we have to limit in-person time with the Marion Technical College community, 
connecting with family and friends can be more important than ever. And staying in touch with 
instructors, classmates and team members is still important for continued classwork. Consider: 
 

• Scheduling video calls with family and friends: Talking to loved ones can be really 
helpful when you feel stressed or nervous about something. Taking a break to laugh is 
also important. 
 

• Connect with classmates: For example, to talk through a tough problem or review the 
recent lecture or slides with a classmate via online tool such as Skype or Zoom.  This will 
help you understand and retain the information, and get clarification on parts that you 
might not have fully understood. 
 

• Attend virtual office hours or study groups: This will help  you can stay up on your 
coursework, and you can ask questions of your teachers just like you would be able to in 
the face to face class.  

 

 8.  Available resources  
 

Marion Tech personnel will continue to maintain resources to help you navigate this different 
environment.  

• Check out the MTC webpage (https://www.mtc.edu/covid-19/) 

• Watch your email and phone notifications for changes and updates 

• Campus resources such as Advising and Disability Services are available via email and 
phone meetings (https://www.mtc.edu/studentinformation/)  

 

Please remember, this will pass. 
Even though COVID may have disrupted your life, and you may feel that it came at the worst 
possible time, take a minute to remember that this is temporary.  
 
You will find your way when the situation settles down.  
 
You will get back on track, and things will return to normal. We don’t know when, but it will 
happen.  
 
 
 
Until then, take a deep breath, do your best, get some rest, and wash your hands regularly. 
 

  

https://www.mtc.edu/covid-19/
https://www.mtc.edu/studentinformation/


Campus resources during COVID 

 
Many campus personnel, including faculty, will also be working from home while you do; a few will 
be on campus as long as the Governor allows. Continue to reach out when you need help. You 
can find email and phone numbers, if you don’t know them already, in the Campus Directory 
(https://www.mtc.edu/faculty/) and your advisor can be a good resource too.  
 
Other resources include: 
 

• Office hours: Your instructors will inform you of any changes to their office hour 
availability. If you haven’t heard from your instructor about office hours and access to 
the faculty for questions, be sure to email your instructors. Also, keep checking your 
MTC email as any campus updates will be sent out to the official email – your MTC 
email.  
 

• Tutoring: 
 
o Under the Getting Started Module in your Canvas class, you will find a page 

titled “Open Math Help”. These are times that math faculty will be available 
between now and until we return to face-to-face classes. We will help any 
student in any MTC math course during this time. These will be our office hours 
during this virtual time period.   
 

o Check with your faculty / instructors about office hours and reaching them for 
additional explanation or help with the course concepts. Many of them may 
have specific office hours that you can connect by Zoom, Skype, or the Big 
Blue Button (under the Conferences tab) and speak with the instructors in 
real-time.   

 
o Check out the Tutoring resources at MTC (can be found in Canvas). 
 
o You can also check out YouTube for videos – type in the subject and look for 

videos created by universities / colleges or by faculty/instructors/teachers to 
make sure the information is accurate. 

 

• Advisors: We recognize that this transition to remote learning is stressful and 
confusing.   

 
o Currently the college is still open and academic advisors are available to assist 

you and offer support via Zoom or Skype, email, or phone calls.   
 

o Additionally, registration for summer and fall classes is still ongoing and we are 
here to help. Contact your advisor – don’t know who your advisor it, log in to My 
Plan.  
 

o Want to set up a phone, Skype, or Zoom appointment with your advisor who is 
located in the Student Resource Center (Kendra Karchella, Mandy Knight, 
Brandy Page, or Laura Emerick), you can schedule through your My Plan 
account.  

 

https://www.mtc.edu/faculty/
https://webapps.mtc.edu/tutoring/tutoring%20message%20for%20students.pdf
https://mtc.avisoapp.com/
https://mtc.avisoapp.com/
https://mtc.avisoapp.com/


• Regularly scheduled course help sessions: Check with your instructor for updates. 
 

• Library help:  
o Effective March 18th, 2020: The library is closed until further notice. All 

library services will be provided virtually. OhioLINK has indefinitely suspended 
lending across OhioLINK’s member institutions. Students, Faculty, and Staff, 
fines will be waived during this time, so don't worry about returning library 
materials. The bookdrops will not be accessible. 

o Students can still access OhioLINK resources online. 
  

For questions, please contact library staff. 
Head Librarian: Pat Wood 740-725-6335 wood.360@osu.edu. Library Associate: 
Deanna Bachtell 740-725-6327 bachtell.1@osu.edu. 

 

• Counseling help: MTC recognizes that the change of moving courses from face-to-face 
sessions to distance learning during this period may create additional stress and 
anxiety for students. While your classes may be virtual, student services will be 
available to assist you with managing your stress. 

 
o Should you find that you want to talk with someone about your stress/anxiety, 

Mike Stuckey at MTC is available by email (stuckeym@mtc.edu) or phone (740-
386-4171) to provide guidance to community counseling resources, if needed. 

 

• Community Resources:   
 

o Natalie Longmeier, the Success Coach and Student Resource Navigator for 
MTC, is still available to assist students in getting connected to community 
resources for additional support in housing, food, transportation, jobs, 
etc.  Although Natalie will not be physically present on campus for walk-ins and 
face-to-face contact until we return to a normal, on-campus schedule, she may 
still be reached by email or phone Monday through Friday during regular 
business hours. Please leave a message or text her at 740-262-8356, or email 
at ern.marionmatters@gmail.com 

 
o Additionally, keep checking send the link to the ERN Facebook page Natalie 

manages that will have resources on there from the community as they become 
available. https://www.facebook.com/MarionAreaERN 

 

• Accommodation for disability:  
 

o If you are a student with a documented disability that the new format is now 
impacting (even if you have not previously used Disability Services) and want to 
discuss possible accommodations, please contact Jenifer Montag, Director of 
Disability Services at MTC by email DS@mtc.edu or phone 740-386-4222.  
 

o All students currently registered with Disability Services are welcome to follow 
up with Jenifer if they have any questions or concerns with their classes moving 
online.  

 
This document was modified from a document of the University of Michigan (https://ai.umich.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2020/03/student-disruption.pdf). The modified document was produced by Marion Technical College, in accord 
with CC 4.0 copyright provisions.  
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